n the context of aviation, this article looks at replacing a ram air turbine (Rat) with a hybrid proton-exchange membrane (PeM) hydrogen/oxygen (h 2 /o 2 ) fuel cell and ultracapacitor system, starting from a theoretical perspective. the structure we propose has two static power converters: one associated with fuel cells and the other with ultracapacitors. the energy management principle presented (frequency sharing) enables two types of control. first, the converter associated with the fuel cell manages the voltage of the dc bus, and then the converter associated with the ultracapacitors controls the high-frequency currents. second, the voltage of the dc bus is oppositely controlled by the ultracapacitor converter.
an experimental validation (at a reduced ratio scale of 1:10) allows for an analysis of the proposed principles. the experiment is conducted in two stages. in the initial validation, a fuel cell physical emulator is used as the main source, before introducing an actual fuel cell.
Fuel Cells and Aircraft
in the context of the More electric aircraft (Weimer 1993) , one of the concepts supported by the european More open electrical technologies project, the electrical power requirements of an aircraft are set to increase (Roboam et al. 2012 ) thanks to recent advances in power electronics (Rosero et al. 2007) . an aircraft may be subject to various failures, in particular to the total loss of the engines or electrical power. these failures must remain acceptable (Mehdi and Woods 1989) . for most large aircraft, a backup system composed of a Rat is used to generate emergency power (Bolognesi 2009 ). as new and future flight control actuators are electrical (van Den Bossche 2003) , the load profile supplied by this backup system is very intermittent (figure 1). as the increase in electrical power demand is becoming very restrictive for the aircraft structure, which must include an increasingly large Rat, researchers have been looking at replacing this turbine with a fuel cell (Garciaarregui 2007) . in addition, a fuel cell system has other advantages compared to the current Rat system's properties (Wörner 2009): it operates independently of the aircraft's speed and altitude; it can be stopped at any time if the main engines are recovered, while the Rat cannot be retracted once it has been extended; and it may reduce maintenance. Motapon et al. have also recently conducted and presented research in canada with experimental tests on replacing the Rat with a hybrid fuel cell.
the fuel cell indirectly [via reduction-oxidation reaction (redox)] makes h 2 react with o 2 ( Pera et al. 2013) . there are several possible strategies for supplying the gases (Garcia-arregui 2007) . h 2 may be produced on board by reforming kerosene (Lenz and aicher 2005, ibarreta and sung 2006), or embedded in a compressed form. o 2 may be taken from the ambient air using a compressor or carried in a compressed form. all scenarios were examined and assessed by Garcia-arregui, and the most relevant solution for the emergency power application would be carrying both gases in a compressed form, which would eliminate the complex stage of reforming the kerosene and ensuring the quantity and/or quality of the air in the event of an emergency. this h 2 /o 2 solution is studied and experimentally validated in this article.
Research on fuel cell applications in aviation goes beyond the mere use in emergency power units (curtin 2010) . a fuel cell could replace the gas turbine that currently performs the auxiliary power unit (aPU) function, which essentially supplies the aircraft with power when it is on the ground. this would reduce aircraft noise and gas emissions on the ground. a hybrid fuel cell/battery system has been proposed to perform this function (eid et al. 2010) . Looking even further into the future, the hybridization of a high-temperature fuel cell and a turbine for this aPU has been studied (Rajashekara et al. 2008) . in the elektrische Basissysteme in einem cfK Rumpf: architektur und auslegung project (2007) (2008) (2009) , funded by the federal Ministry of economics and technology/airbus, eYi-058/07) in Germany, researchers are studying various applications based on fuel cells (Wörner 2009): the emergency power unit, multifunctional fuel cell system (power, water, and inerting), and green taxiing on the ground. incorporating fuel cells in aviation would seem to require multifunctional technology to compete with the other current highly integrated technologies.
Given the intermittent character of the emergency profile to be achieved as displayed in figure 1, it is useful to associate a source with high specific power with the main power source to avoid oversizing (turpin et al. 2012) . therefore, the current Rat has already been the subject of optimization studies (to reduce its size and weight) by associating it with ultracapacitors (Roboam et al. 2011 , Rafal et al. 2010 ) based on the duration of the intermittent loads to be satisfied (high power peaks but with relatively low energy). for a fuel cell emergency power unit, there is also the issue of not oversizing the fuel cell ( Jiang and Dougal 2006) . however, there are other reasons to justify this hybridization, such as in Martínez et al., or Bizon et al. for vehicles, e.g., for h 2 /air operation, it can also be used to compensate for the dynamics of the air compression (Zhan et al. 2008) .
the work in this article is in line with previous theoretical work conducted in the context of the european ceLina-fuel cell application in a new configured aircraft-project. several electrical architectures have been studied (Garcia-arregui 2007 , Morin et al. 2014 ) for associating fuel cells with ultracapacitors. here, the focus is on the architecture that uses two dc-dc converters: one for the fuel cell and the other for the ultracapacitor.
Description of the Hybrid System
various loads used in an emergency may be considered constant. this is because the electronic equipment (computers) and anti-icing items absorb power that is constant over time for the duration of the emergency mission. other equipment, such as fuel pumps, radio equipment, and lights, absorb constant power when used. however, some loads are very variable, in particular the flight control actuators, which require power that fluctuates substantially depending on the flight conditions and practically throughout the whole mission.
During the ground approach phase, the aircraft's speed is reduced, which means that a significant deflection of the flight control surfaces is required to direct the aircraft. this results in considerable power consumption. in addition, prior to landing, several maneuvers are performed by the pilot to adjust the position of the aircraft with respect to the target. the flight mission we selected (see figure 1) is the low-speed ground approach phase of an aircraft flying in a turbulent environment with maneuvers controlled by the pilot. We defined this as the main mission for sizing our study (Garcia-arregui 2007) , i.e., highly variable power consumption that reaches the highest consumption peaks.
this mission profile has a mean power of 40 kW and consumption peaks reaching 70 kW, i.e., a 30-kW difference between the mean power to be supplied and the maximum sizing power for the system. an oversizing rate (ovsR) can be defined as follows: 
an ovsR close to zero means that power consumption does not vary, while an ovsR close to one means that the sizing power is used only occasionally. in addition, generally speaking, a fuel cell requires fluidic auxiliaries with a slow dynamic response, whereas in an emergency mission, the required power must be available instantly. as a result, hybridization appears to be necessary in this case.
the new avionics standard that seems to be appearing in terms of the voltage level is a dc bus voltage of +270 vdc/0 vdc/−270 vdc (eid et al. 2010 (eid et al. , Ravel 2009 . the ultracapacitor is a good candidate for hybridization due to its qualities: high specific power, easy management of the state of charge, long lifetime and life cycles, and enough storable/returnable energy for our mission profile (Roboam et al. 2011 , Langlois 2006 .
several solutions are possible for associating a fuel cell with ultracapacitors, as proposed by Garcia-arregui. We take various criteria into account to classify the solutions: weight, gas consumption, stability of the dc bus, ease of use, fuel cell load current, filtering capacity of the ultracapacitors, and system reliability. according to Garcia-arregui, the solution that offers the best compromise for our specifications is the one that uses two static converters: one for the fuel cell and the other for the ultracapacitors (figure 2). this solution has the best bus stability and filtering capacity as well as middling weight and gas consumption, but its use and reliability are yet to be proven as the architecture puts a lot of strain on the power electronics.
We used several criteria to initially size the solution. the issue was to determine the optimal number of cells to be connected in series to create the fuel cell and their surface area. for example, it is possible to oversize the cell surface to reduce gas consumption. Weight is therefore saved for storing gas, but the fuel cell is made heavier so a compromise must be reached. an important criterion in sizing the power electronics is the minimum voltage of the fuel cell. at equivalent power, the lower the cell voltage, the higher the current flowing through the semiconductors.
as for the stored energy, it is important to ascertain its capacity and its minimum reference voltage, allowing for a discharge of less than 50% of its voltage (i.e., 75% of its state of charge). the maximum voltage of the stored energy is used to determine the number of elements to be connected in series. its capacity indicates how many branches of these elements are to be connected in parallel, with the elements being selected from ultracapacitor manufacturers' catalogues. table 1 contains an example of sizing, with an arbitrary choice of criteria to set some general figures. subsequently, the following criteria remain variable to optimize the weight of the overall system and its gas consumption: 
Theoretical Energy Management for the Studied Hybrid System
Frequency Sharing Principle hybridization in terms of power is defined as the association of various complementary sources. in our case, this association is achieved with a source of high specific energy (the fuel cell), which poorly withstands rapid variations in power (schindele et al. 2005, thounthong and sethakul 2007) , and a source of high specific power (ultracapacitors), which can only supply or absorb the mean power of zero (excluding losses). the idea of this power hybridization is to assign low variations in power to the fuel cell and zero mean power to the ultracapacitors. several methods are available for this, including the distribution of frequency powers band and slope limitation. the method chosen for this study is power frequency sharing (chapoulie and astier 1998 and astier , Garcia-arregui 2007 and is shown in figure 3 . the desired filtering frequency will play a significant role in sizing the solution because, for a specific stored energy capacity, a lower frequency will cause the energy level of the ultracapacitors to fluctuate more. in other words, given the ultracapacitors' limitations (the maximum voltage level not to be exceeded and the minimum power reserve to be retained), at a given filtering frequency, a minimum stored energy capacity must be used for the system to be able to operate. in our case, this filtering frequency enabled us to size the stored energy capacity and its reference voltage. this frequency was recommended by a fuel cell manufacturer as the fastest frequency enabling the auxiliaries to correctly control the gas supply (the pressure and flow rate), despite the variations in fuel cell consumption.
an example of power frequency sharing is simulated in figure 4 . the presented case is an ideal scenario, taking into account neither the losses in the components nor the auxiliary consumption used to demonstrate frequency sharing. the mission profile is given in figure 1 , and the filtering frequency is 50 mhz. figure 5 shows the changes in voltage for stored energy and fuel cells throughout the mission for the sizing proposed in table 1. Using an ideal model, the state of charge of the stored energy and the limitation voltage of the fuel cell are within their limitations. 
Impact of System Losses
now, let us consider some losses in the system, in particular in the stored energy elements (the internal resistance of the ultracapacitors), as shown in figure 6 . an observation can be made that the state of charge of the stored energy is no longer within its limitations and that it moves toward a total discharge. in this case, the application quickly becomes no longer able to operate because all of the energy lost in stored energy losses is never compensated. the solution put forward to maintain the state of charge of the stored energy is to add a proportional control loop coupled with a low-pass filter on the ultracapacitor voltage, as shown in figure 7 . the difficulty in choosing this corrector lies in choosing the proportional gain value K. With a gain K that is too low, the corrector will not be able to maintain the stored energy at a state of charge stable enough to be within its limitations. With a gain K that is too high, the stored energy voltage undulates at the frequency of the low-pass filter placed at the ultracapacitor voltage measurement point. Without this low-pass filter, high-frequency variations in the ultracapacitor voltage are carried onto the current provided by the fuel cell, which we aim to avoid. in addition, complying with the voltage limitations chosen for the stored energy is strongly linked to its reference voltage. additionally, this loop must be included in the control of the system converter that is current controlled (with ultracapacitors first and fuel cells second) is because the converter that controls the bus voltage no longer has any degrees of freedom (Dof) to perform an additional function, in which case the bus voltage would be degraded. Table 1 .
the size of the stored energy system. subsequently, the system sizing algorithm chooses these values. in the prior discussed example (see table 1), resizing the stored energy and its control loop using an iterative process from the optimization algorithm gives rise to the results in table 2. taking into account the stored energy losses and adding a loop to maintain the state of charge leads to a stored energy resizing that is around 23% higher than for the system when considered with no losses. it is also used to determine the criteria (reference voltage, proportional gain, and initial minimum voltage of the stored energy) enabling the mission to be performed, complying with the limitations set for the state of charge of the stored energy and ensuring its optimal operation (see in figure 9 ).
Final Simulation Results
two versions of the PeM fuel cell were studied by Garciaarregui: an h 2 /o 2 stack and an h 2 /air stack. the weight savings that can be achieved with an h 2 /o 2 stack (higher specific power and no compressor) is consequently canceled out due to the weight of the o 2 to be carried (mainly the weight of the tanks). for the weight minimization criteria, the solution from the theoretical studies is therefore the h 2 /air solution. During the simulations, we considered a rather pessimistic scenario in which we took into account auxiliary consumption (mainly compressor consumption) equal to 20% of the fuel cell production as well as the losses in the converters (losses in switches, inductors, and capacitors). the simulation result for this system sizing is given in figure 10 . 
fuel cell production was noted to be higher than the mean load power. this would have also been valid in nonhybrid cases, taking into account the converter losses and the auxiliary consumption. however, the fuel cell supplies few high-frequency components, which should enable its compressor to correctly control the air supply flow rate and not speed up its aging. compared to the ideal case presented in figure 4 , apart from the mean value for the power produced by the fuel cell, which differs for the reasons given above, slightly larger fluctuations can be seen for the supplied power. these fluctuations are due to the stored energy charging loop, which itself is dependent on its capacitance.
Implementation of the Selected Energy Management

DC Bus Voltage Control Strategy
as the architecture has two static converters, there is a Dof for controlling the bus voltage because there are three components connected to the dc bus: the loads, the stored energy and its converter, and the fuel cell and its converter. only one of these elements can manage the bus voltage. clearly, the loads cannot do this. it is therefore possible to control the bus voltage via the fuel cell converter or the stored energy converter.
Both of these solutions are shown in figure 11 . in some cases, it is of particular interest to assign the bus voltage management to the stored energy. this is true, e.g., when the fuel cell is replaced by a Rat, as maximum power point tracking can be associated with it (Rafal 2010, Langlois 2006). however, there currently seems to be minimal industry interest in a fuel-cellbased solution.
Regardless of the choice of dc bus control, frequency sharing must be performed as shown in figure 3, i. e., the high-frequency power components required by the application must be supplied by the ultracapacitors and the low-frequency components by the fuel cell. this is achieved by a filter applied to the measured load current (figure 11). the difference between both possible bus control strategies is that, when it is the fuel cell that commands the dc bus voltage [i.e., strategy one, figure 11(a)], the converter associated with the stored energy must be more dynamically effective than the converter associated with the fuel cell. if it is less effective, the fuel cell will also inevitably supply the highfrequency components to control the bus. for strategy two [ figure 11(b) ], the fuel cell will supply the low-frequency components only in the event its converter directly receives this instruction.
Dynamic Compensation of Losses
as explained in the "impact of system Losses" section, losses in the converters and stored energy have a slow effect (low frequencies) on the state of charge of the stored energy and, therefore, on the system sizing. Ultimately, the fuel cell will have to supply power for these losses to maintain the state of charge for the stored energy.
however, for the strategy shown in figure 11 (a), these losses by the stored energy will consequently have only a (Table 1) . partial supply of the high-frequency part of the load current, and this noncompensated part will therefore be found in the fuel cell current. Given the nature of the stored energy converter [dc-dc, bidirectional in current, working as a booster in the stored energy to bus direction (Rafal 2010)], it enables the current in the stored energy or the bus voltage to be controlled. in this case, we would like to control the converter output current, i.e., on the bus side, as the converter's instruction is to supply the high frequencies of the load current so that the fuel cell does not have to supply this part. as this current management method is not permitted because of the nature of the converter and we were not able to control this in our experimental system, a way of managing the current on the bus side would be to apply the voltage ratio to the reference current of the stored energy. this transposition requires a yield per unit from the converter. in practice, with no specific action, the final current at the bus will be lower than the current required. to be able to control the bus current via this converter, the chosen method is to add a converter loss compensation loop. the current was therefore managed as 
where IConverter
HVdc is the output current of the converter and Istor is the input current to be managed. the equation includes converter losses. however, it is difficult to ascertain them in real time. We chose to compensate for them via a theoretical estimation. this is because the converter losses are mainly composed of losses in the switches (3) and (4)-here, the insulated-gate bipolar transistor (iGBt) and diode-in addition to losses in the passive elements (5):
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therefore, in requiring the stored energy to supply the high-frequency parts of the load power and the losses calculated for its converter, full compensation for the load power high frequencies is close to being achieved. the mean value for these losses does not affect the control loop for the state of charge of the stored energy, as the losses are considered to be an additional load and go through the high-pass filter for the frequency sharing in figure 11(a) . the disadvantage of this method is that, if the estimation of these losses is incorrect or if they change over time (through component wear and tear), compensation no longer functions. the ideal solution would be a bidirectional dc-dc current converter for which we manage the current on the high-voltage side. there is a similar situation for the strategy shown in [figure 11(b) ] because the converter associated with the fuel cell is a dc-dc unidirectional current boost converter (in the fuel cell to bus direction). it enables the management of the fuel cell current or the bus voltage. here, we want to manage the current sent to the bus. as for the previous case, the losses are compensated by a theoretical estimation and considered to be an additional load. they therefore go through the low-pass filter for frequency sharing and are compensated using a mean value. the compensation for these losses has less of an effect on the hybridization performance as they have a low-frequency effect, which would be compensated for by the control loop for the state of charge of the stored energy.
Problem Starting the Frequency Sharing
effective filtering for the fuel cell requires a low cutoff frequency for the frequency-sharing filter (here, 10 mhz). this means a long starting time for the filter. Used as is, the filter rise corresponds to the rise in the fuel cell current, i.e., during that whole time, the stored energy provides the power required for the loads. as the stored energy cannot fulfill this mission for long, it becomes fully discharged when the fuel cell reaches the mean current required by the frequencysharing filter. Meanwhile, the bus voltage is no longer controlled as the stored energy is discharged and the mission is not fulfilled. at startup, there is an issue initializing this filter. Let us suppose that we are not aware of the steady state; we, therefore, cannot initialize the filter at its value in the steady state or at the value of the current at the startup time (in which case, we would risk starting on a peak). to compensate for these difficulties, we suggest successively switching to slower and slower filters to arrive at the final desired filter. therefore, the chosen solution (shown in figure 12 ) proposes starting with a fast filter (for which the cutoff frequency depends on the dynamics acceptable by the fuel cell and its fluidic regulations), while other slower filters start at the same time. Given the order of two and the damping factor ( / 2 2) of the filters, they naturally have a slight exceedance, which means that their values will inevitably coincide for a limited profile. this will enable switching to the lower-frequency filter with no value jumping. to prevent a return from a low-frequency filter to a higher-frequency filter, switching should be irreversible.
Small-Scale Experimental Validation
Description of the Experiment Performed
the experimental validation shown in figure 13 takes place in two stages. the first is an experiment with the fuel cell replaced by an emulator, and the second is with an actual fuel cell. these trials will be used, among other things, to assess the relevance of an experiment employing an emulator and will guide the choice for full-scale validation. in addition, the use of the emulator is less restrictive than using a fuel cell in terms of the cost of gas and the risk of damage. it is used to adjust and validate all the control loops and push the strategies to their limits, with minimal risks for the equipment.
for the fuel cell, we have a stack of 50 cells measuring 130 cm 2 , with h 2 /o 2 operation, provided by aReva energy storage inc. [ figure 14(a) ]. for the stored energy, we are equipped with 16-v, 58-f ultracapacitors (Maxwell technologies' BMoD0058 e016). they will be connected in series, in a sufficient number to adapt to the level of the reference voltage for the stored energy [ figure 14(b) ].
the load profile will be to scale based on the bench elements, i.e., 4 kW mean power and 8 kW peak power. Given the unique elements of the bench, the experiment could not take place in the exact sizing conditions resulting from the optimization. 
where N is the number of cells in the stack, E 0 the standard nominal voltage of the h 2 /o 2 redox pair, R the perfect gas constant, T the fuel cell temperature, n the number of electrons involved in the reaction, f faraday's constant, and PH2 and PO2 the respective partial pressures of h 2 and o 2 . in addition, a (the transfer coefficient), j n (the crossover equivalent current density), j 0 (the exchange current density), and R eq (the membrane and diffusion equivalent surface resistance) are parameters taken per fitting on the actual almost static curve of an aReva energy storage elementary cell, where j = I/S is the current density going through our emulated fuel cell.
the experiment was conducted with a 1:10 ratio for the power with respect to the simulation results (Garciaarregui 2007) . in addition, it was performed on a highvoltage dc half bus (i.e., +270 vdc/0 vdc instead of +270 vdc/0 vdc/−270 vdc), which, in the end, is a 1:5 ratio for the power involved for this half bus. figure 15 shows power sharing via frequency filtering operated with the fuel cell emulator described previously.
We can see actual filtering of the load power by the stored energy. for both of these cases, we can see a certain thick area for the power supplied by the fuel cell. this thick area is due to our fuel cell emulator because the voltage source used for the emulator takes its power from the french network (230 vac/400 vac, 50 hz) to supply its power. it is composed of a three-phase rectifier, then a dc-dc converter, which unfortunately allows some of the fundamental harmonic of the rectified network through (six times the network frequency, i.e., 300 hz). as acquisition is performed with a step of 1 ms, these undulations appear.
however, for strategy one [ figure 15(a) ], the high-frequency undulations are even more present. as expressed in the "dc Bus voltage control strategy" section, this is due to a fuel cell converter bandwidth that is higher than the bandwidth of the stored energy converter, as well as an estimation of the dynamic losses for this converter that is not accurate, as it is based on theoretical calculations. the frequency band for these phenomena is found at the fuel cell current, as the frequencies are too high to be managed by the stored energy converter. this frequency band is in addition to the 300-hz undulation supplied by the fuel cell emulator.
System Stability
Using the emulator tests the system to its limits and notably tests the stored energy stability. to test this power management stability, we considered two situations that are theoretically the worst cases that could cause the system difficulties: x case 1: the load disconnects (step of nominal one to zero); all of the current supplied by the fuel cell is therefore absorbed by the ultracapacitors; they charge but must above all not exceed their maximum voltage.
x x case 2: the load reconnects (step of zero to nominal one); the ultracapacitors empty to supply the power required for the load, but they must not discharge too substantially so the system can continue to operate. this is shown in figure 16 , where we guarantee that the state of charge for the stored energy does not endanger the system when faced with these two situations. the high and low limits for the stored energy are 150 v and 0 v. figure 17 shows the purpose of the stored energy charging loop described in the "impact of system Losses" section. indeed, when this loop is not present, the stored energy starts to completely discharge, and the more its state of charge decreases, the higher the requested currents, which makes the voltage decrease even further at its limitations. the issue of starting for hybridization mentioned in the "Problem starting the frequency sharing" section must be experimentally validated to check the stability of the filter switching with the stored energy charging loop. this is because hybridization, when starting, is launched with all of the power consumed by the loads supplied by the stored energy; its state of charge decreases very quickly, and its control loop will tend to increase the power supplied by the fuel cell to recharge it. figure 18 shows this startup for a test with an emulator. the fuel cell quickly reaches its nominal power, and we can easily distinguish between the moments where the frequency-sharing filter switches thanks to the harmonics present on the power supplied by the fuel cell. the experiment on the fuel cell power increase is in line with the theoretical switching of the filters shown in figure 12 . Tests with an Actual Fuel Cell the tests in figure 15 were repeated with the real fuel cell stack, the characteristics of which are given in the "Description of the experiment Performed" section. figure 19 shows the hybridization tests with the fuel cell stack for both strategies put forward in this article. the same phenomena as in figure 15 can be seen, with one less high-frequency undulation because a significant part of the high-frequency part present at the power supplied by the fuel cell emulator was due to the three-phase electrical network. as the fuel cell is a dc source, these undulations no longer appear. however, even more harmonics provided by the fuel cell are found in strategy one for the same reasons as in the "emulation of a fuel cell" section, i.e., a stored energy converter that is less dynamically effective than the fuel cell converter.
Conclusions
Going from simulation to experiment confirmed the theoretical results but also revealed phenomena that were not apparent during the simulations (e.g., interference between the converters, voltage rise of the elements, connections between them, immunity to noise, resonance, and so forth). in addition, while figures 10 and 19 are relatively similar, we can see that the mean current provided by the fuel cell during the simulations (figure 5) is higher than that observed in the experiment. this is due to the ultracapacitor technology, which had developed in the meantime (the internal resistance is now lower than during the theoretical study), but is also due to the scale factor, which considered the losses to be greater in the more powerful converters. however, the emulation showed very satisfactory results with respect to the experiment with an actual fuel cell, confirming all of the potential offered by fuel cell emulation (e.g., to go toward full scale in terms of power). this work was continued by replacing the ultracapacitors with a battery for different aviation specifications ( Jaafar et al. 2014 ). 
